
 

 

 

 

 

 

Rapid development of vaccines along with the unwavering monetary and fiscal support of 
governments kept the economic wheels turning and the hope of a return to normalcy alive 
despite the ever-changing virus. 

Meaningful corporate bond positions that the Fund initiated at the onset of the pandemic 
(i.e. Ferroglobe and Spencer Spirit) and existing positions that we added well into the 
pandemic (i.e. Millar Western, Nuvista, Tidewater Midstream, and Wildbrain) were strong 
contributors to the Fund’s 2021 performance.   

Smaller positions purchased in 2021 both post- restructuring (Guitar Center) and pre-
restructuring (Washington Prime Group) saw these companies reduce leverage with savvy 
new owner/operators.   

In the case of Guitar Center, work from home increased demand for their products.  As 
one of the largest buyers of musical instruments in the world, they have seen their 
business grow despite supply chain disruptions.   

Washington Prime Group, on the other hand, saw their well-positioned outdoor malls turn 
into ghost towns once the pandemic set in, but prospects look good in our opinion.  The 
opportunity: reduced debt, alternative use of retail square footage, and a pent-up demand 
for community interaction.  
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V1.0 

 
Equity market performance over the last two years has been compared to the Internet 
bubble period that started in the late 1990s. This time around, however, has been a 
transformative period for the stock market as retail investors have become motivated by 
commission-free trading, ultra-low interest rates, work from home rules, government 
financial support, and social media investing platforms. Their direct participation in US 
equity markets saw a jump after the introduction of commission-free trading in 2013 by 
Robinhood.  This increased further at the onset of the pandemic when it averaged 
approximately 20 percent of all stock trading in the US1.  

The “Dot Com” bubble of the late 1990s saw the Nasdaq Composite Index shoot up 200 
percent in less than a year and a half only to see it fall below its 1998 starting level by 
September of 2001.  In many investors’ eyes, Berkshire and its steward, Warren Buffet, is 
the adult in the room when it comes to valuation and risk taking. Over this same period 
Berkshire stock traded within a range of 30% of its September 1998 price and at the end 
was up 17%2.   

Recently, the financial press has been comparing Berkshire versus the latest tech-
investor’s proxy: ARK Innovation ETF. We decided to have a look.  

 

Over 20 years ago, the ETF industry as we know it today didn’t exist.  In the last 10 years 
there has been a proliferation of specialized ETF’s.  Whether it is for their daily liquidity or 
access to a niche strategy, ETFs are a financial innovation that have found their way into 
both retail and institutional investors’ portfolios. 

 
1 Bloomberg Finance L.P. 
2 Bloomberg Finance L.P. 
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V2.0 

 
 

More recently, the ETF has collided with what might be described as new age technologies 
(i.e. AI, autonomous driving, genomics etc.) and manifested itself into a company like Ark 
Invest.   

One can marvel at the level of ingenuity in many of the companies that comprise the Ark 
Innovation ETF.  The largest constituent of the ETF, Tesla, has spawned a cult-like 
following for its legitimate mastery of reinventing the automobile into a technological and 
ESG must-have.  

However, for all the innovation that may accrue from some of these companies, many will 
turn out to be poor investments.  Even if they are long term winners many retail and 
institutional investors will not have the skills or patience to stay with the right ones long 
enough.   

In the two periods of technological investing excitement highlighted in the graphs above, 
a constant remains:  Value investing, as represented by Berkshire, can generate results 
that would please even the future SpaceX passengers colonizing Mars… yes, it will be a 
very long time.  
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And here’s our Point 

While the behavior of technology equity markets since the start of 2022 is mirroring that 
of the internet bubble over 20 years ago, it is the current value of broader indices like the 
S&P500, the real low level of interest rates and the high level of inflation that concerns 
us.   

The S&P 500 index is down 8 percent since its record high on January 3rd, 2022.  Despite 
this drop the S&P500 sits at a forward Price/Earnings multiple of 20 times next year’s 
expected earnings.  This is in the 95th percentile of the index– still very expensive.  

 

 
 

The graph above shows the performance of the S&P 500 and the 2-year Treasury yield 
since the start of 2020. As overnight rates were cut at the onset of the pandemic, 2-year 
yields stayed flatlined and did not disrupt the index’s ascent until the beginning of this 
year when the 2-year yield hit 1 percent.  

Since the start of the pandemic to its peak, the S&P 500 was up almost 100 percent and 
since its Feb 2020 former peak up over 40 percent.  

In comparison, let us look back at the 36 percent fall in the S&P 500 from its March 2000 
peak to its September 2001 low. Over this period, the 2-year Treasury went from a yield 
of 6.7 percent to 4.25 percent. Two decades ago, interest rates were high enough central 
bankers could cut them to help stave off a recession. No such luxury today. 
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With interest rates still extremely low and the US Consumer Price Index annual inflation 
measure at 4 decades high, central bank actions and earnings guidance in the coming 
weeks could help paint the picture for the rest of the year. More volatility than over the 
last two years seems like a certainty.  
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Back to Earth 

Enough high-flying stock talk. The graph below shows investment grade and high yield 
corporate bond spreads since the start of 2020. With all-time low government bond yields 
and near historic corporate spreads, Investment Grade and High Yield corporates are 
providing investors less yield than ever.  

 

Like their equity index brethren, the ICE BofA High Yield Index stands to have a 
challenging year. The High Yield Index, with a yield to maturity of 5.3 percent and duration 
of 4.2 years3, is mathematically in trough with market expectations of 4 interest hikes by 
the Federal Reserve over the next 12 months. Yet if the economy manages through this 
period of remarkably high inflation and rising interest rates High Yield corporate bonds 
could turn out to be the best of the fixed income bunch.  

 

  

 
3 Bloomberg Finance L.P. 
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DISCLAIMER  

This document has been prepared jointly by Lysander Funds Limited (“Lysander”) and Fulcra Asset 
Management Inc. (“Fulcra”) solely for information purposes. Information in this document is not intended to 
constitute legal, tax, securities or investment advice and is made available on an "as is" basis. Neither 
Lysander nor Fulcra make any warranties or representations regarding the information herein. Information 
in this document is subject to change without notice. Neither Lysander nor Fulcra assume any duty to 
update any information herein. Certain information in this document has been derived or obtained from 
sources believed to be trustworthy and/or reliable. Neither Lysander nor Fulcra assume responsibility for 
the accuracy, currency, reliability or correctness of any such information. Nothing in this document should 
be considered a recommendation to buy, sell or short a particular security.  
In this document, “we”, “us”, and “our” means Fulcra. 
Lysander is the investment fund manager of Lysander-Fulcra Corporate Securities Fund (the “Fund”).  Fulcra 
is the portfolio manager of the Fund. 
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund 
investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Investment funds are not guaranteed, their 
values change frequently, and past performance may not be repeated. 
This document may contain forward-looking statements. Statements concerning a Fund’s or entity’s 
objectives, goals, strategies, intentions, plans, beliefs, expectations and estimates, and the business, 
operations, financial performance and condition are forward looking statements. The words “believe”, 
“expect”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “intend”, “aims”, “may”, “will”, “would” and similar expressions and the 
negative of such expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements, although not all forward-
looking statements contain these identifying words. These forward- looking statements are subject to 
various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from current 
expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. 
While Lysander and Fulcra consider these risks and uncertainties to be reasonable based on information 
currently available, they may prove to be incorrect. 
Nothing in this document should be considered a recommendation to buy, sell or short a particular 
security. Any specific securities discussed are intended as an illustration of the portfolio manager’s security 
selection process. The Fund may sell these securities at any time, or purchase securities that have 
previously been sold. The securities or short positions may increase or decrease in value after the date 
hereof, and the Fund may accordingly gain or lose money on the investment in the securities. The 
statements by the portfolio manager in their commentaries are intended to illustrate their approach in 
managing the Fund, and should not be relied upon for any other purpose.  
 
The source of all ICE BofAML Indices is ICE BofAML Indexes.  Any unauthorized use or disclosure is 
prohibited. Nothing herein should in any way be deemed to alter the legal rights and obligations contained 
in agreements between any ICE Data Services entity ("ICE") and their clients relating to any of the Indices 
or products or services described herein. The information provided by ICE and contained herein is subject 
to change without notice and does not constitute any form of representation or undertaking.  ICE and its 
affiliates make no warranties whatsoever either express or implied as to merchantability fitness for a 
particular purpose or any other matter in connection with the information provided. Without limiting the 
foregoing ICE and its affiliates makes no representation or warranty that any information provided 
hereunder are complete or free from errors omissions or defects. All information provided by ICE is owned 
by or licensed to ICE. ICE retains exclusive ownership of the ICE Indices including the ICE BofAML Indexes 
and the analytics used to create this analysis ICE may in its absolute discretion and without prior notice 
revise or terminate the ICE information  Indices and analytics at any time. The information in this analysis is 
for internal use only and redistribution of this information to third parties is expressly prohibited.   
Neither the analysis nor the information contained therein constitutes investment advice or an offer or an 
invitation to make an offer to buy or sell any securities or any options, futures or other derivatives related 
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to such securities. The information and calculations contained in this analysis have been obtained from a 
variety of sources including those other than ICE and ICE does not guarantee their accuracy.  Prior to 
relying on any ICE information and/or the execution of a security trade based upon such ICE information 
you are advised to consult with your broker or other financial representative to verify pricing information. 
There is no assurance that hypothetical results will be equal to actual performance under any market 
conditions. THE ICE INFORMATION IS PROVIDED TO THE USERS "AS IS.“  NEITHER ICE NOR ITS 
AFFILIATES NOR ANY THIRD PARTY DATA PROVIDER WILL BE LIABLE TO ANY USER OR ANYONE 
ELSE FOR ANY INTERRUPTION INACCURACY ERROR OR OMISSION REGARDLESS OF CAUSE IN THE 
ICE INFORMATION OR FOR ANY DAMAGES RESULTING THEREFROM. In no event shall ICE or any of its 
affiliates employees officers directors or agents of any such persons have any liability to any person or 
entity relating to or arising out of this information analysis or the indices contained herein. 
 
®Lysander Funds is a registered trademark of Lysander Funds Limited. 

 


